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Summary.

In this paper research is done on the compression of computer files and on how this
can be done in hardware. Computer files can be compressed optimally using adaptive
data compression algorithms. During a literature study the class of dictionary based
compression algorithms was found and the algorithms of this class offer the wanted
adaptiveness. Four different compression algorithms, the FC, the AP, the ID and the
Partial ID compression algorithms, all belonging to this class have been examined
more closely. The algorithms differ in the way they update their dictionary and this
causes differences in compression ratios and compression speed. By making use of
computer simulations the differences in compression ratio have been studied. During
these simulations all algorithms were used in combination with an LRU replacement
strategy to improve compression ratios. The possible differences in speed have been
examined by looking at the way in which the algorithms can be implemented.
All this research resulted in a choice for the partial ID heuristic for building the
dictionary. It gives the best average compression ratios and it has a fast implemen
tation. The average rate at which input symbols are compressed depends on how
much the data can be compressed. For data that compresses 50% the average rate is
one input symbol every 2.7 clock cycles. The worst rate is one symbol every 5 clock
cycles. This occurs when the data doesn't compress at all. The rate at which data is
produced during decompression is approximately one symbol every four clock cycles,
that is when a 2 to 1 compressed file is decompressed.

Having an implementation developed for a suitable compression algorithm is however
not enough. The complete design should also be placed in the computer. This is done
on DMA basis. In this way the compression device can do its job simultaneously with
the main processor.
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1 Introduction.

Today many computer users have the problem that their harddisk is always full. One
reason for this problem is the fact that computer programs get bigger every year.
Another reason for the problem lies in the fact that every year the number of
applications a computer user uses grows. The easiest way to solve this problem is
buying a harddisk with more space on it. This is, however, an expensive solution.
Those who can't afford another harddisk solve their problem by making use of a data
compression program. Before they write data to their harddisk they compress it with
their compression program. This results in an average saving in space of 50% what
proves that it is not a bad solution. It has however a major disadvantage and that is
that the compression of data costs relatively much time. If compression could take
place in hardware a considerable increase in compression speed would be expected. It
is not so that all data compression algorithms can be easily implemented in hardware
nor can they all be used for the compression of computer files. In this paper a
suitable data compression algorithm is selected for which a fast implementation is
given. Finally the complete design is placed in a computer where it can do its job.
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2 A suitable compression algorithm.

Over the years various types of compression algorithms have been developed. These
compression algorithms all have their own specific characteristics. Therefore it is
important to find, among all these compression algorithms, a suitable one that can be
used for real time compression of computer files. To make a choice for a particular
algorithm a list of criteria is drawn up that should be satisfied by the chosen al
gorithm.

2.1 Criteria for a good compression algorithm.

The first and most important aspect that should be looked at when choosing a good
algorithm is the average compression ratio that can be achieved when computer files
are being compressed. Because computer files have very different statistics, e.g. the
content of text files and program files are very different, a compression algorithm that
adapts itself to the data is needed. A second aspect that should be looked at is the
expected complexity of the hardware design and the space needed on chip. A design
that is very simple and doesn't use much space on chip is to be preferred to a design
that is very complex and uses much area on chip. A third aspect that plays an
important role in choosing a suitable compression algorithm is the rate at which data
can be compressed. This last aspect in combination with the fact that the data is
presented in a sequential order asks for a so called on-line algorithm. On-line means
that data is compressed symbol after symbol as it is presented to the compression
device. There is no need to form blocks of data to be able to compress it. Using an
on-line algorithm allows fast processing of the incoming data. During a literature
study while keeping all these aspects in mind an important class of compression
algorithms was found satisfying all aspects. What algorithms of this class of dictionary
based compression algorithms look like is explained in the next section.

2.2 Dictionary based data compression algorithms.

The first dictionary based algorithm was published by J. Ziv & A Lempel [19]. It uses
a completely different technique when compared to Huffman's compression al
gorithm. The Huffman algorithm assigns to each character a code based on the
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probability that it will occur. Highly probable symbols get short codes and vice versa.
In the case of a dictionary based algorithm a codeword is assigned to a string of con
secutive characters. Strings to which a codeword will be assigned can be found in the
dictionary. To realize compression it is necessary that the strings stored in the
dictionary are phrases that occur often in the data that is being compressed. The way
in which the dictionary is filled with the correct strings can best be explained by
giving the basic dictionary based compression algorithm proposed by Ziv & Lempel.

Algorithm 1: A general dictionary based compression algorithm.

The encoding algorithm:

(1) Initialize the local dictionary D with the set INIT

(2) REPEAT FOREVER

(a) t:=MH(inputstream) {Get the current match}
advance the stream forward by It I characters.
{ It I is the length of string t}
transmit Ilogzi D II bits corresponding to t.
{ ID I is the number of entries of the dictionary}

(b) Update the local dictionary D:
X: =UH(D) {X is a set of strings which should be added to the dictionary}
WHILE X< >{} and (D is not full or DH(D) < >{}) DO
BEGIN

Delete an element x from X.
IF x is not in D THEN
BEGIN

IF D is full THEN delete DH(D) from D.
add x to D.

END
END

The decoding algorithm:

(1) Initialize the local dictionary D with the set INIT.

(2) REPEAT FOREVER

(a) Receive Ilogzi D II bits. {Get the codeword}
Translate the codeword into the string it represents by a dictionary lookup.
Output the string.

(b) Update the local dictionary D:
X: =UH(D) {X is a set of strings which should be added to the dictionary}
WHILE X< >{} and (D is not full or DH(D) < >{}) DO
BEGIN

Delete an element x from X.
If x is not in D THEN
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BEGIN
IF D is full THEN delete DH(D) from D.
add x to D.

END
END

Used sets and functions in the algorithms above are:

INIT: A set of strings that are to be used to initialize the dictionary; the initial alphabet must be a subset
of INIT.

MH: The match heuristic. This heuristic removes a string from the input stream that is in D.

UH: The update heuristic. This heuristic determines the string(s) that must be added to the dictionary if
space is available.

DH: The deletion heuristic. This function determines what entry can be removed from the dictionary to
create space.

With this algorithm compression is done in two steps after the dictionary has been
initialized. First the longest possible string present in the dictionary is cut from the
input stream and encoded as the number of the dictionary entry in which the string is
stored. The maximum size of the dictionary determines the length of the codeword
that will be transmitted. Here an additional compression can be achieved if use is
made of variable length codewords. The length of the codeword need only be so large
that it can address the filled part of the dictionary. So during the start of the compres
sion process, when the dictionary is not yet completely filled, shorter codewords can
be used. The second step of the compression algorithm is used to update the dic
tionary. The function UH(D) represents the used update heuristic. A good update
heuristic is a heuristic that sees to it that the content of the dictionary is strongly
related to the data that is being compressed. If the dictionary is full then use can be
made of a deletion heuristic DH(D) to remove an old entry and so creating space for
a new one. If the dictionary is full and the deletion heuristic doesn't come up with an
entry that can be removed then the dictionary isn't updated. This is called the freeze
approach. After this second step a new match is searched an everything starts all
over again.

Decompression is also done in two steps after the dictionary has been initialized. In
the first step the codeword that enters the decompression device is simply replaced by
the content of the dictionary entry that is addressed by the codeword. In the second
step the dictionary is updated. This updating must be done in such a way that the
same dictionary is build as was build during encoding. When the dictionary is updated
then the next codeword is read and everything starts again.
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2.2.1 Different update heuristics.

Both the compression and decompression algorithm make use of an update heuristic
(UR(D) and a deletion heuristic (DR(D)). To get a good understanding of the
algorithms it is important that these heuristics are given in more detail. The different
update heuristics are presented first because these have the most influence on the
compression ratios that will be achieved. As already mentioned the update heuristic
should realize a dictionary that is strongly related to the data that is compressed.
Three different update heuristics are presented which all satisfy this demand are:

- The FC update heuristic.
When using the FC heuristic the string that is to be added to the dictionary is a
concatenation of the previously parsed or decoded string with the first character of
the string represented by the next codeword. When the complete string is known it
is added to the dictionary. A complete example of a compression algorithm that
uses the FC update heuristic is depicted in the figures 2.1 and 2.2.

Input: A A B A A A A A B B A A B A A B A B A B B B
o 0 1 2 i -'--4 3 2 4 11

Output: 0 0 1 2 5 1

6

12

8

5

3
A

l.
Dictionary tree

0 A
1 B
2 AA
3 AB
4 B A
5 AA A
6 MA B
7 B B
8 BA A
9 AB A
10 AA B
11 BA B
12 BAS B

Dictionary table

7

2.1 A dictionary formed using the FC update heuristic.

Figure 2.1 shows how the FC heuristic is used during compression while figure 2.2
does the same for decompression. In both examples the dictionary is represented as
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?

3

4

:2

J.
Dictionary tree

Input: 0 0 1 2 5

I!! II
Output: A A B A A ?

0 IA
1 IB
2 IA A
3 IA B
4 IB A
5 :AA ?

Dictionary table

a tree as well as a table. In figure 2.1 lines are drawn under the input data to show
what part of the input is parsed before an output symbol is generated. The numbers
under each line represent the transmitted codeword. Each time the largest matching
string is parsed from the input it is encoded. Then it is extended with the first
incoming character after which it is added to the dictionary. Using this update al
gorithm the average length of the dictionary entries grows as the dictionary gets
larger. During decompression everything is done the same but in a reversed order.
There may how
ever occur a small
problem. In figure
2.2 this problem is
depicted. This
figure shows the
decompressr at
the point that
code 5 should be
decoded. The dic
tionary build so
far has however
not yet stored 2.2 A decompression problem when using the FC update heuristic.

entry number 5.
Therefore code 5 cannot be decoded. To solve this problem the codeword is
replaced by the previous codeword, thus code 2. The first character of the string
represented by the code 2 will be the final character of the string that should be
added to the dictionary at location number 5. When the complete codeword number
2 is decoded this character is also sent to the output after which entry 5 can be
added to the dictionary. Thus the correct output of "AAA" will be produced. In the
other update heuristic i where the now discussed problem also exists. the same
solution is used to solve it. )

- The AP update heuristic.

The AP (all prefixes) update heuristic is an update heuristic that is capable of
adding more than one string to the dictionary after one match. The strings that are
added to the dictionary are the previous match concatenated with the current match
and the previous match concatenated with all the prefixes of the current match.
Given the previous match "B" and the current match "AA". The AP update heuristic
now adds the strings "BA" and BAA to the dictionary. This can be seen in the
dictionary table in figure 2.3 on the positions four and five. Updating in this way
results in a dictionary that stores more recent information about the data that is
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Input: AABAAAAAB B A A B AABABABB B
0 0 _2 5 4 -1-

2 5
1 S 4

Output: o 0 122 3 5 5 4 7

8
0 A
1 B
2 AA
3 AB
4 IBA
5 BAA
6 IAAA A 117 AAAA
8 IAAAB
9 ABB
10 IABBA 5 A 13 A 1411 IABBM 12
121BMB
13 IBAABA A14 BAABAA 15 A 16
15 IBA B
16 IBA BA
171BB
18 letc. B

Dictionary table Dictionary tree 17

2.3 A dictionary formed using the AP update heuristic.

being compressed than if the FC update heuristic was used. The expectation is that
using the AP heuristic will improve compression. Especially when the dictionary is
still growing because making use of the AP heuristic fills the dictionary faster.
Simulations must be done to see if this expectation is justified.

- The ID update heuristic.
A new entry is formed by concatenating the previous match and the current match.
In this way the length of the strings in the dictionary grows faster without a faster
growing of the number of entries thus keeping the codeword length relatively smalL
This update heuristic is also a good candidate to give good compression ratios. It is
possible that the strings in the dictionary grow too fast and become so long that
they won't be part of a new match. If this happens then storing this match is useless.
It only enlarges the dictionary and thus the length of the codewords without
improving the compression ratios. To see if this is the case simulations should be
done here also. An example of a dictionary build using the ID update heuristic can
be seen in fig. 2.4. It shows the dictionary table being filled with long strings without
growing too large. This could be a nice property for achieving good compression
ratios. Again simulations must be done to see if this is true.
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Input: A A B A A A A A B B A A B A A B A B A B B B
o ----- 2 4 3

0----- 2 4 3
1 3 1 1

Output: 0 0 1 2 2 3 4 4 1 3 3

40

Dictiona:cy Tree 8

9

6

5

B ~10

1

o
A

AA

Dictiona~y table

0 A
1 B
2 AA
3 AB
4. BAA
5 AA AA
6 AA AB
7 AB BAA
8 BAA BAA
9 BAA B
10 BAB
11 AB AB
12 ABB

2.4 A dictionary formed using the ID update heuristic.

2.2.2 Different deletion heuristics.

When the dictionary is completely filled then it is not possible to add new entries to
the dictionary and thus the update heuristics can't be used any more. Accepting this is
called the freeze approach. Once the dictionary is completely filled it doesn't change
any more. The content of dictionary at this point is used to compress all the following
data. The adaptiveness of the algorithm is completely thrown overboard. This does
not mean that the data won't compress any more since the filling of the dictionary
was done adaptively. If the statistics of the complete data source are stable then the
freeze approach is quite acceptable. If it is however possible that the statistics of the
data source change after a certain time then the loss of adaptiveness in not accep
table. Instead of the freeze approach use should be made of an deletion heuristic. A
deletion heuristic removes entries from the dictionary to make place for new ones.
Some possible deletion heuristics are given below.
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The first heuristic that is given here is almost as simple as the freeze approach.
When the dictionary gets full, it throws the complete dictionary away and starts with
building a new one. In this way the algorithm keeps adapting to the data but each
time a dictionary is disposed of, it results in a temporarily decrease in compression.
As the dictionary grows the compression ratios will increase again. A variation on
this method is to throw the dictionary away and start over again only when the com
pression ratio deteriorates considerably. It achieves better compression ratios.

A second and more complex approach is called the LRU approach. This approach
is expected to give the best performance for the compression algorithm. There is no
loss of adaptiveness when the dictionary is full. To make room for a new entry the
oldest not used entry is removed from the dictionary. The idea behind this policy is
that the entry that has not been used for the longest time will have the least chance
of being used in the near future. A discrete version of this approach makes use of
two separate dictionaries. If the first one is full it is used as a static dictionary for
compressing data. At the same time the second dictionary is being filled. If this
second dictionary gets full the compression algorithm starts using it for compression.
At the same time the first dictionary is emptied so it can be filled again. As

compression goes on the algorithm switches from one dictionary to another. This
discrete version is called the SWAP approach.

A third approach that can be followed is based on the so called work set clock al
gorithm which is often used as a replacement algorithm for pages in a system with
virtual memory. With the clock algorithm all entries are put in a circular buffer with
in the middle a pointer to an entry which in the previous update cycle was removed
(see fig. 2.5). If a new entry is to be added then this is done at the location at which
the pointer points at. In the next step the
pointer is turned clockwise to find and
remove the next entry that can be removed.
This entry must be a leaf because only
leaves may be removed. In the picture these
entries are marked with an "L". The first
entry that the clock pointer encounters and
which is marked with an "Lit is removed.
The entry that is removed in this way is an
entry which not has been used for a long
time and so this approach looks a lot like
the 1m approach. It will however show that
this deletion heuristic is much easier to 2.5 The circular buffer used with the clock

algorithm.implement.
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3 Different implementations for dictionary based data
compression algorithms.

If a implementation for a dictionary based data compression algorithm has to be
developed then the first thing that should be done is finding out what already has
been achieved. This is done by doing a second literature study, this time focused on
possible implementations for dictionary based algorithms. This study resulted in two
implementations. The first one found was based on a systolic pipe and the second one
was based on hashing. These implementations will be explained first. Then an
implementation based on content addressable memory is given.

3.1 A parallel implementation using a systolic pipe.

A systolic pipe is an pipe of parallel working processing elements. Each processing
element is able to perform a small task and to communicate only with its neighbours
(see fig.3.1 ).

A pipe of processing elements.

in lout

~r---...~~~L.....---~"""'~
out/ in

N~

Each processing element stores one entry of the dictionary.

3.1 A pipe with n processing elements.

This being known, the question arises how a dictionary based data compression
algorithm can be implemented using such a pipe? The answer is, that each processor
in the pipe is used to store a single entry of the dictionary. Therefore the processor
has two registers each holding a part of the dictionary entry. Another two registers
are present used as a temporary storage for passing data. A last register is used to
store the number of the processor. The number of the processor determines the width
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of the register in that processor. Compressing and decompressing of data takes place
while the data goes through the pipe. The schematic block structure of a single
processor is given in fig. 3.2. All processors work synchronously.

buffer

pointer pointer

input
pointer CONTROL

output
pointer

part a part b number

contents

3.2 The schematic block structure of a single processor in the pipe.

The function of a single processor during compression is described in algorithm 2.
This algorithm is the same for all individual processors in the pipe.

Algorithm 2: The compression algorithm for a single processor in the pipe.

If right buffer full Then
Begin

If left buffer full Then
Begin
If processor fIlled then
Begin

If (content complete buffer matches the buffer content) Then
Begin

Output: = Number processor;
LeftBuffer: = New pointer;
RightBuffer: = empty;

End Else {No Match}
Begin

Output: = RightBuffer;
LeftBuffer: = New pointer;
RightBuffer: = LeftBuffer;

End
End Else {processor is empty}
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Begin
If (previous processor filled)

and (content leftbuffer,rightbuffer not used to fill the previous processor)
Then

fill processor with content leftbuffer,rightbuffer
End

End Else {Left Buffer is empty}
LeftBuffer: = New pointer;

End Else
Begin

RightBuffer: =LeftBuffer;
LeftBuffer: = New Pointer;

End

As compression goes on data is entered into the leftmost processor of the pipe and
output is produced by the rightmost processor. All processors work according to the
algorithm described above. In the following lines the essence of the algorithm is
explained. - If the contents of a processor is filled then the processor is used for the
compressing of data. Data that enters the processor is compared with the content of
the processor and if it matches than it is replaced by the number of the processor. In
this way two pointers are reduced to one. The new pointer is sent to the next
processor. If the data doesn't match and the complete buffer is filled then it simply
passes the processor unchanged. If the buffer isn't completely filled then the processor
will stay in a state were it tries to read a new input until it gets one. During all this
time no output will be generated which causes other processor further in the pipe to
wait for new inputs also. This calls for some measures to be taken if the last part of a
data file that should be compressed has entered the pipe. Doing nothing would result
in a pipe in which all processor would be waiting for new input. No output would be
generated any more. To solve this problem extra data should be entered into the pipe
and so pushing the complete data file through the pipe. When all processors do their
job according to the described algorithm and the extra data is used to push the last
data out of the pipe then the compressed data file is produced at the right end of the
pipe. The rate at which this is done is related to the compression that is achieved.
Data is entered at a rate of one symbol per clock cycle. - If a processor is empty and
the previous one is already filled then this processor is the so called learning proces
sor. This processor will store the next update string. The content of this learning
processor is filled with the first two pointers that pass the processor and which are not
used to fill the previous processor. The necessary space to store a pointer in a
processor depends on the number that the processor has. Since the pointers in a
processor always point to the left of the pipe the registers that store the pointers need
only have such width that it can store the number of the previous processor. The new
string that is added to the dictionary is a concatenation of two matches represented
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by the two pointers stored in the processor. This is the so called Identity (ID) update
heuristic. It provides the algorithm the wanted adaptiveness.

When a compressed file is decompressed then the data enters the pipe from the right.
If the pipe has k real processors then the first 2k codewords are used to fill the
contents of all processors. The first two codewords fill the leftmost processor, the next
two its right neighbour so on. Data enters a processor from the right. After filling the
pipe the processors start with the actual decompression. The function of one proces
sor during this process is described in algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: The decompression algorithm for a single processor in the pipe.

If Left Processor Locked Then {Lock the processor}
Begin

Lock Processor
End Else
Begin

If Count =1 Then {The first part of the pointer is decoded.}
{The leftbuffer contains the first part of the decoded pointer and this is send to the output. Then the
leftbuffer is filled with the second part of the decoded pointer. The processor is unlocked}
Begin

Output: =LeftBuffer
LeftBuffer: =Right Content
Unlock processor

End Else
Begin
If Processor not Locked Then
Begin

If (RightBuffer=Number Processor) Then
Begin

Lock processor
Output: =LeftBuffer
Count: =1 {The first part of the pointer is decoded.}
LeftBuffer: =Left Content
RightBuffer: =Input

End Else {RightBuffer< >Number Processor}
Output: =LeftBuffer
LeftBuffer: =RightBuffer
RightBuffer: =Input

End
End Else {Processor is Locked}

do nothing
End

End

During decompression data enters the pipe on the right and leaves from the left. The
first thing that must be done is filling the pipe. This causes a starting delay. If the
pipe is filled then each time that a codeword is equal to the number of the processor
it passes, it is replaced by the contents of that processor. This replacement causes
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more pointers to be stored in the pipe. Since a pipe can only hold a fixed maximum
number of pointers something should be done to stop the pipe from having to store
too many pointers. This is done by locking the processor in which a match occurs.
When a processor is locked no pointer is allowed to enter the processor. This means
that the processor that comes before the locked processor -that is the processor that
sends its pointers to the locked processor- will have to buffer the incoming pointers.
This will cause that processor to bring itself also in a locked state. A train of locked
states will go through the pipe towards the entrance. When the extra pointer in a
locked processor is sent to the next processor then the processor unlocks itself and
everything goes back to normal.

What approach can be followed if the dictionary gets full? The easiest approach
would be the freeze approach. This has however the disadvantage that this results in
losing the adaptiveness of the algorithm. The 1m approach would be better. Main
taining a list that represents the order in which the nodes of the tree are visited is
however not possible with the pipe implementation. This impossibility is due to the
fact that no information is available whether a processor is a leaf or a node. This
problem doesn't mean that the 1m approach can not be used with the pipe implemen
tation. As already mentioned there is a discrete version of the 1m approach called the
SWAP. It is this approach that can be used with the pipe implementation. When a
pipe is completely filled it is used to compress the data. At the same time a second
pipe is filled. This pipe is not used for compression until it is completely filled. When
it is filled it will be used for compression and the first pipe will be filled again after it
is cleared.

About the performance of this implementation the following can be said. Both during
compression and decompression there is a starting delay. This is caused by the fact
that data has to pass the complete pipe before output is produced. For a pipe with n
processors this takes 2n clock cycles. If during compression the starting delay is not
counted then compression can be done at a rate of one input symbol per clock cycle.
If the starting delay during decompression is not counted then decompression can be
done at the same rate as compression thus producing one output symbol every clock
cycle. Not counting the starting delay can however give a wrong impression of the
performance. If, with respect to the length of the pipe, relatively smaller files are
compressed seperately then the influence of the starting delay is much bigger. So if
such small files will form a large part of the data that will be compressed then the
performance of this implementation decreases fast with respect to the speed of it.
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3.1.1 Implementing the pipe design in IDaSS.

To obtain a better understanding of how the individual processors communicate use is
made of an Interactive Design and Simulation System called IDaSS. IDaSS is a
development tool for digital circuits and is used here to implement a small pipe
consisting of only four processors and single bits are used as data that is to be
compressed. All this is done to keep the design very small. A larger design would
require too much computing power to simulate. There is also no effort taken to
generate signals necessary for i/o purposes. This has not been done because IDaSS
does not yet provide a good method to interface a design with the world outside.
Nevertheless the developed design is useful. It shows how data passes through the
pipe and how it is dealt with by the individual processors. The complete design is
depicted in appendix 1.

3.2 An implementation based on hashing.

A second possible implementation found in literature was an implementation based
on hashing. Before this hash based implementation is explained a dictionary based
data compression algorithm is given in more detail. The reason for doing so is that by
having a more detailed algorithm to look at it is more easy to understand the given
implementation. The algorithm which is given uses the Fe update heuristic and as
deletion heuristic the freeze approach is used. The algorithm shows how input and
output is handled and how the data is processed. A match is searched by extending a
previous match with one character after which is checked if this new string also is
present in the dictionary. If it is, then the string is extended with the next input
character, if not then the previous string was the longest match. During decompres
sion a stack is needed to reverse the order in which the characters of a string repre
sented by an incoming codeword are found.

Algorithm 4: A complete dictionary based compression algorithm:

Compression:

Init:
Initialize dictionary {The initial dictionary only contains the symbols of the initial alphabet}
K: =first input symbol
a:=K
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StepA:
K.: = next input symbol
if (no such input) then

Output: =code(IX); EXIT
if (IXK exists in dictionary) then:

IX: = IXK; goto StepA
else {IXK not in dictionary}

goto StepB

StepB:
Output: =code(IX)
if not(dictionary full) then

Dictionary:=Dictionary + IXK
else use freeze approach
IX: = K; goto StepA

Decompression:

Init:
Initialize dictionary
C: =first input code
{code(K) =C}
OldCode:=C
Output:=K
LastChar: =K

Get Code:
c:= next input code
Incode:=C
if no new code then EXIT
if C not defined in dictionary thenl

Push LastChar on stack
C:=OldCode
Incode: =code(OldCode,K)

Next_Symbol:
if C=code(IXK) then

push K on stack2

C: = code(IX); goto Next_Symbol

1 This is a special case. When during compressing a string of the form KIXKIXK is compressed and
the dictionary already contains the string KIX then the string KIX is parsed out. The string KIXK is added
to the dictionary. Next the compressor will parse out the string KIXK and will send the just generated
code. When the decompressor is decompressing code(KIXK) it will not yet have added the string KIXK to
its dictionary because the extension character for the prior string is not yet known. The check performed
in the algorithm solves this problem. See also figure 2.2.

2 The stack is used because the characters in a string represented by a code are send to the output
in reversed order. By making use of a stack this order can be set right again.
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if C =code(K) then
Output:=K
Lastchar: =K
Do while stack not empty

Output: =pop stack
if notedictionary full) then Dictionary: =Dictionary + OldCode,K
OldCode: =InCode; goto Next_Code

The function codeO gives the node number that represents the argument.

With the hash based implementation the dictionary is stored in RAM like a tree.
Each node of this tree represents an entry in the dictionary and consists of a list poin
ters that combined with an input character point to another node. If the tree is
implemented in this way not only the dictionary is stored very compactly but it also
provides by simply walking through the tree, the possibility of checking if a substring
is present in the dictionary. As data is being compressed the algorithm walks through
the tree and within each node the list of pointers must be searched to find the next
node if present. To make this search fast a hash function is used to address this list.
In the given algorithm this hash function is not described. The algorithm simply adds
a string to or checks if it exists in the dictionary. If the largest possible match is found
then the update algorithm adds this match concatenated with the next input character
to dictionary. The speed at which compression takes place is closely related to the
quality of the used hash function. Another factor the speed of the implementation is
related to is the load factor of the memory used during compression. If for example a
memory with 8k words is used to implement a dictionary with a maximum of 4k
words then the ram has a load factor of 0.5. This results in shorter average search
lengths for the hash function and thus a higher speed of the implementation than if a
smaller memory was used.

During decompression of the encoded data the dictionary is also stored as a tree but
in a different way. Since decoding a codeword can be done by only walking through
the tree from a node towards the root there is no need for a list of pointers in each
node. Aside from a symbol there only needs to be one pointer present in the node
and that is a pointer to its parent. Now no hashing is needed to find the next symbol
of the output string. Finding the next symbol is just a simple ram lookup. When
decoding a codeword in this way the string it represents is produced is in a reversed
order. It will have to be reversed again before it can outputted. To do this a simple
stack can be used. This extra effort results in a decompression rate of one output
character per two clock cycles. By making use of more than one stack and so having
the possibility of producing output from one stack and filling another an increase in
speed can be achieved. If no maximum length is given for a string in the dictionary
then the stacks that are used must have a length equal to the number of dictionary
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entries since that is the maximum length of a string. Fortunately it is possible to
restrict the length of a string in the dictionary to a relative small number of charac
ters without causing much decreasing in the compression ratio. Simulations have
shown that the difference in compression ratio is less than 1 percent when using a
maximum string length of 100 or when using a maximum string length of 16. If the
correct output is generated then the dictionary can be updated in the same way as
was done during compression.

Besides the freeze approach used in the algorithm when the dictionary is completely
filled a deletion heuristic can be used. The best approach in the sense of getting the
best compression ratio is expected to be the lru-approach. As already mentioned the
lru-approach works as follows. If a node is visited it is put at the beginning of the list
so the node that was least recently visited and so having the smallest chance of being
visited again will move to the end of the list. If a new entry (= node) must be added
to the dictionary then the node at the end of the list will be replaced by the new
node. In the following step the node is put at the beginning of the list. Using this
method it is possible that a node that is to be removed from the tree is not a leaf.
This means that if this node is removed all it's children cannot be found and that is
an unwanted situation. To solve this problem the nodes that are visited during the
search for one node must be added to the queue in reversed order. This can be
realized by remembering the starting point of the queue when a start is made with
the search for a new match. All nodes that are visited during this search are inserted
at the remembered location into the queue. This causes the starting point of the
queue to move forward. In this way it is not possible that a non leaf appears at the
end of the queue since by the time it will be there it is a leaf3• Implementing the lru
queue in hardware can be done by using a completely parallel queue or by making
use of a linked list. Using a completely parallel queue requires very complex hard
ware and therefore the linked list is to be preferred although it is considerably slower.
Where the parallel queue can be updated in one clock cycle the linked list implemen
tation requires three. For the hash based implementation this slower implementation
is not such a problem because the hash implementation itself is not very fast and
updating the queue can be done concurrently with the hash function.

The complete block structures for the hash based implementation for compression
and decompression are given in fig. 3.3 and fig. 3.4.

3 There is however one exception and that is when during the search for a match all cells are visited.
Now a leaf appears at the end of the queue. Since it may not be removed no string can be added to the
dictionary.
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3.4 The decompressor block structure using RAM.

Both block structures are completely based on the given algorithms and are therefore
easy to understand. Nevertheless some individual blocks are explained in more detail.
The initialization counter in the compressor implementation is used to fill the
dictionary with the initial set. This doesn't require the hash function. The dictionary is
stored as a tree and each node is implemented as a list of a pointers -pointing to its
parent- combined with a pointer to a new node. When the dictionary is filled with the
initial set then compression starts. The hash function used during compression will
not be explained in detail because finding one goes beyond the scope of this paper. It
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would require research done on the statistical properties of the data being compres
sed while this paper is pointed more towards the possible architectures for given
compression algorithms. Another reason why the hash function isn't studied more
closely is because it can be eliminated when use is made of content addressable
memory. An implementation based on content addressable memory will be given in
the next section. The code counter is used during compression as well as during
decompression. It is used to keep track of the number of codewords that are sent or
received. Thus keeping track of the filling of the dictionary. This information can be
used to create or read shorter codewords during the filling of the dictionary. During
decompression the dictionary tree is stored differently from the way it is done during
compression. A node of the tree is implemented as one pointer to its parent com
bined with one character. No list of nodes is present and no hashing is needed. The
stack in the picture is used to put the output characters in the right order.

The main advantage· of the implementation based on hashing is that it uses cheap
RAM elements to store the dictionary. The main disadvantage of this implementation
is the fact that storing the dictionary in RAM makes the algorithm slow. Finding a
proper hash function causes also some problems. It is very difficult if not impossible
to find a good hash function that offers short average search lengths when not only
text files but also non text files are being processed. Checking if an input string exists
in the dictionary will need several clock cycles.

3.3 Content Addressable Memory (CAM).

The algorithm given in the previous section can also be implemented using content
addressable memory (CAM). Content addressable memory models a memory type
where data words can be addressed by comparing bits in these words with a given
reference word. This can be done in one clock cycle. If a memory word matches the
given 'match data' in the bits that are ONE in the 'match mask' word, that memory
word is said to be matching. Both the 'match data' and the 'match mask' can come
from an input port, or they can be set by giving commands to the CAM. The CAM
that is used for the implementation of the discussed data compression algorithms
provides the following functions:

- Match: Matching and producing the address or the data of the match if there exists
one. This function is necessary to be able to walk through the tree that represents
the dictionary.
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- Wrfirst: This function behaves like 'Match' and adds the following: If a match write
data port is available then the contents of the first matched cell are replaced by the
given value at the next clock cycle. This function is used for the deletion heuristic.

- WrAddr: Addressed writing. This function is necessary for updating the dictionary

during compression and decompression.
- RdAddr :Addressed reading. This function is necessary during decompression. It is

used for decoding a codeword.

The ports that must be present to provide all these functions are:

- Match Data Input
- Mask Data Input.
- Match Write Data
- Data Output
- Address Output.
- Address Input.
- Data Input.

The structure of a content addressable memory that provides all these functions is

depicted in fig. 3.5.
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3.5 The structure of the used content addressable memory.

The encoder in the design is necessary for producing an address output and the
address selector + decoder is necessary for producing an address input.
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3.4 An implementation based on content addressable memory (CAM).

As in the hash based implementation the dictionary is also implemented as a tree.
There is however only one sort of tree necessary and that is the same one as used for
decompression with the hash based implementation. Since the use of cam makes it
possible to check all cells simultaneously in one clock cycle there is no need for a
node to contain a list of pointers that point to the next node. So no hashing is
needed. The next node can simply be found by using the next character and the
present node number as the key for finding the next node. If a match is found -there
can only be one match or no match at all- then the substring is present in the
dictionary. The address of the matching cell is used in combination with the next
input symbol to search the next node. The address that is used here can either be a
physical address obtained by using an address output or it can be a unique number
stored in each cell and available through the data output. The size of the dictionary
determines the width of the cam cell since a part of the cell consists of a pointer that
must be able to point to any cell of the cam. If no use is made of addressed reading
and writing then each cell must also contain a unique number. A dictionary of 4096
entries will need cells that are 8+ 12+ 12=32 bits width if no addressed reading and
writing is possible. Eight bits to store the character, 12 bits to store the pointer that
points to the parent and a 12 bits unique number. Making use of addressed reading
and writing reduces the cell width to 20 bits.

Decompression is done in exactly the same way as was done with the hash based
implementation. Here the characters of each decoded codeword are produced in a
reversed order too. This means that here also a stack is needed to correct this. The
decompression rate is also the same as with the hash based implementation and well
one output symbol every two clock cycles.

As expected the block structures for the compressor and decompressor based on cam
see fig. 3.6 and fig. 3.7) show a big equivalence with the block structures of the hash
based implementation. The only real difference is the removal of the hash function.
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3.7 The block structure of the decompressor using CAM.

About the performance of this implementation the following can be said: The worst
input rate is one data symbol every two clock cycles. If the data compresses well the
rate will move closer to one clock cycle per input symbol. The output rate depends on
the number of stacks that is used. If only one stack is used there is a output rate of
one output symbol every two clock cycles.
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As with the hash based implementation here the 1m deletion heuristic can also be
used. Implementing the queue as a linked list is however not suited when using cam
to increase speed. A linked list implementation would destroy the increase in speed
that the use of cam offered. Instead a complete parallel implementation of the queue
should be used. This however requires very complex hardware. A much more simple
solution is using the clock algorithm as the deletion heuristic. It approaches the 1m
heuristic without having any of its implementation disadvantages. Unlike the 1m
approach the clock algorithm comes only into action when a new entry must be added
to the dictionary. At this point the clock pointer points to an empty entry. Here the
new entry is entered and marked as a leaf. In the next steps the clock algorithm does
the following. First the clock pointer is advanced clockwise to find and remove the
first entry that may be removed. Then it checks if the parent of the removed entry
has become a leaf and if so it is marked as one. All entries marked as leaves may be
removed. The best implementation of the clock algorithm would be a circular buffer
made of cam cells containing some additional information. In this way it would be
possible to find the next to be removed entry in one clock cycle. Because a circular
buffer of cam cells does not yet exist an implementation using a normal cam is given.
In fact the same cam that stores the dictionary can be used (see fig. 3.8). This can be
done by extending each cell of the
cam with two bits. One orientation
bit necessary to distinguish the
upper part of the cam from the
lower part and a leaf bit that is set
if the cell stores an entry which is
a leaf in the tree. Having the cam
extended in this way the clock
algorithm works as follows. The
pointer points to an empty entry. If
now a new entry must be added to
the dictionary then it is done at
this place. In the next step it sear
ches and removes the next entry
that may be removed in the cir
cular buffer. To do so a wrfirst is
performed on all cells using the 3.8 An implementation of a circular buffer using CAM

orientation bit and the leaf bit as

the match data. If there is a match then the pointer of the clock is advanced to the
address of that match and the orientation bit is changed. It is however possible that
there is no match at all. This means that no leaf is present in the lower part of the
cam. If this situation arises then the orientation bit of the match data is changed and
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a new match write is performed. In this way the upper part of the cam is checked
also. When a new empty entry is created then a match is performed on the parent
field of all cells using the parent of the removed entry as match data. If there is no
match then the parent of the removed entry is marked as a leaf. The orientation bit
of the parent is set to the opposite of the orientation bit in the match data so the
clock algorithm will recognize the parent as belonging to the upper part of the cam. It
is obvious that using the clock algorithm will decrease the speed of the implemen
tation because updating of the dictionary costs three to four clock cycles and some
times even five. How much the speed decreases depends on how good the data can
be compressed. More compressable data is parsed as longer strings and thus the dic
tionary isn't updated so often. By making use of an additional cam to store both the
orientation bit and the leaf bit a higher speed can be achieved. Now the possibility
exists to perform some steps of the clock algorithm concurrently with the compression
algorithm. Writing the new entry in the dictionary can be done simultaneously with
searching for the next to be removed entry. Most of the time this can be done in one
clock cycle. Only when the search for the next to be removed entry cannot be done in
one clock cycle it takes two. When the new entry is added and another is removed
the parent of the removed entry is checked if it is still a parent. This takes one clock
cycle. Now the compression algorithm may start parsing the a new string. If necessary
the clock algorithm updates the orientation bit and the leaf bit of the parent of the
removed node during the first match. During the other matches the leaf bit of the
visited nodes are reset. In this way, at the time a new entry that is to be added to the
dictionary its parent is already updated. Implementing the clock algorithm in this way
results in an update time of two and occasionally thee clock cycles.

3.4.1 Implementing the cam based design in IDaSS.

To obtain a better understanding of how the implementation described uses as
sociative memory use is made of IDaSS. Within IDaSS the basic algorithm in
combination with cam has been implemented. As with the pipe implementation again
no effort is taken to implement signals for i/o purposes. Not even an output is
generated. Still the design is useful. By looking how the dictionary is filled the
algorithm can be checked and at the same time it shows how content addressable
memory can be used. The complete design for the compressor as well as the decom
pressor is given in appendix 2.
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3.5 Implementing different update heuristics.

In the previous paragraphs two really different implementations have been discussed.
These are the implementation based on a pipe and the implementation based on
CAM. The implementation based on hashing is not mentioned here because it is
basically the same as the implementation based on CAM only slower. With these
implementations only two update heuristics have been discussed and therefore trying
to implement other possible update heuristics is very interesting. As already men
tioned in chapter two, making use of the other heuristics might improve compression.
Implementing different update heuristics with the pipe implementation proved
however not to be possible since the ID update heuristic follows directly from the
implementation. Implementing different update heuristics with the implementation
based on cam is possible. The implementations aspects when using the AP and the ID
update heuristics will be discussed in the next two paragraph. These will be followed
by a new update heuristic with some interesting properties.

3.5.1 Implementing the AP heuristic.

Implementing this method using cam results in a decrease in speed of the algorithm.
This is caused by the fact that the number of times the dictionary is updated is equal
to the number of symbols read. And updating of the dictionary costs relatively much
time. Using the AP update heuristic in combination with cam results in an input rate
of one symbol every two clock cycles when the freeze approach is used. One clock
cycle for matching and one for updating the dictionary. If the dictionary is full then
input symbols are processed at a speed of one symbol per clock cycle. The output rate
will be one output symbol every two clock cycles. One clock cycle for finding the
character and one for updating the dictionary (if it is not yet full) and putting out the
character in the right order. If the clock algorithm is used as deletion heuristic then
the compression rate slows down to one input symbol every three clock cycles. Each
time the compression algorithm parses a single character the dictionary must be
updated and thus the clock algorithm should be started. The output rate slows down
to one output symbol every three clock cycles.

3.5.2 Implementing the ill update heuristic.

For the pipe implementation the ID heuristic was the only possible update heuristic.
It automatically followed from the way in which the pipe was build. Using the ID
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update heuristic with an implementation based on cam is however not so simple. It
requires a more complex implementation of the tree that stores the dictionary and an
additional buffer to store the input symbols as they are being parsed. The necessity
for a more complex tree is caused by the fact that although all leaves of the tree
correspond with entries of the dictionary many internal nodes may not. This means
that it should be possible to distinguish a node that represents an entry of the
dictionary from a so called dummy node that doesn't. To realize this all the nodes of
the tree need an extra field that shows what kind of a node it is. If it is an entry then
the number of that entry should be stored there and if not then a special code could
be used. If data is compressed which is highly compressible then the number of
dummy nodes can get very large and the memory needed to store the dictionary can
not be determined. This problem can be solved by putting an upper limit to the
number of dummy nodes and if ever the quota of dummy nodes gets filled, revert to
the AP update heuristic until more dummy nodes get available. Now data can be
compressed. Beside a few differences this is done in a similar way as when using the
AP update heuristic. A first difference is that when a new node is added to the tree
the extra field must be filled. A second difference is the fact that the codeword
cannot be the address of the entry that represents the string cut from the input data.
A last difference is caused by the fact that while input symbols are being parsed it is
not yet known if they will actually be used in the string that will be cut from the input
data. To overcome this problem a buffer is needed to store the input symbols as they
are being parsed. The rate at which data is compressed is difficult to determine. Due
to the fact that some symbols are parsed more than once, no exact number of input
cycles per input symbol can be given. The actual input rate is expected to be a little
worse than if the AP heuristic is used.

Decompression in combination with the ID update heuristic is, some small differences
not counted, also done in a similar way as if use would have been made from one of
the previous update heuristics. The fact that the received codeword is not the address
of the entry is one of the differences. This eliminates the possibility of finding the cell
that represented by the incoming codeword by making use of addressed reading.
Instead a matched read should be used. By using the codeword as the key it is
possible to find the cell represented by the codeword. Once the cell is found decom
pression of the codeword goes exactly the same way as if one of the previous methods
would have been used. Updating should however still include the updating of the
extra field. The rate at which the decompressor produces output is one output symbol
every three clock cycles as long as the dictionary is still growing. One clock cycle for
finding the character, one for updating the dictionary with a dummy node or a real
node and one for putting out the character in the right order. If the dictionary is full
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and the freeze approach is used then one output symbol every two clock cycles IS

produced.

3.5.3 Implementing the partial ill update heuristic.

The partial ID update heuristic is a modified version of the ill update heuristic. With
this version no dummy nodes are needed and compression and decompression can be
done at a higher speed. The update heuristic makes special use of the way in which
the dictionary is stored and is represented by the following algorithm.

Algorithm 5: The PID compression algorithm.

Current Match: =empty
Input: = fIrst input symbol- -
MaxMatch: = 32;
CurrentLength: = 0;

While NOT(endinput) DO
Begin

Previous Match: =Current Match- -
PreviousLength: =CurrentLength
REPEAT

Current Match: =input
input: = ~ext_input_symbol
CurrentLength: = 1

{The following loop is used to find the longest possible string of which all prefixes are also present
in the dictionary}

While (Current_Match+input in DICTIONARY)
and (CurrentLength +PreviousLength <MaxMatch) DO

Begin
Current_Match: = Current_Match +input
input: = next_input_symbol
CurrentLength: =CurrentLength +1

End

{The Current_Match is a string of which all prefIXes are present in the dictionary}

{A check is performed if the Previous Match extended with the Current Match is present in the
dictionary. If so then the Previous Match is replaced with the Previous Match extended with the
Current_Match. The current matchis made empty} -

If Previous_Match < > empty Then
IF (Previous_Match+Current_Match in Dictionary) Then
Begin

Previous Match: =Previous Match+Current Match
PreviousLength: = PreviousLength +CurrentLength
CurrentLength: =0
Current_Match: = empty
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End

UNTIL NOT(Current_Match+input in DICTIONARY)
or (Cu"entLength+PreviousLength=MaxMatch) DO

{The Previous_Match is the longest match present in the dictionary}

IF Previous Match< >empty Then
Begin -

output: =Previous_Match
IF PreviousLength +Cu"entLength < =MaxMatch Then

Dictionary: = Dictionary+Previous_Match,Current_Match
{The dictionary is updated with the previous match extended with the current match}

End
End

In words the algorithm does the following. Given the previous match. Now the largest
match of which all prefixes are also present in the dictionary is parsed from the input
data stream. Then a check is made if the previous match extended with the match
found is present in the dictionary. If this is true then the previous match is extended
with the match found and the algorithm starts again. If the extension of the previous
match does not exists in the dictionary then it is added to it. A complete example of
the algorithm is given in fig. 3.9. In this figure the dictionary is represented in two
ways. Once as a tree and once as a table. The strings in the table consist of two parts.
The first part is the parentfield which represents the match that was found. The
second part is the data field which represents the extension string.

The implementation of a compression algorithm using the partial ID heuristic is a bit
more complex than when using the other methods. It uses a cam to store the tree but
where the cell of the cam with the other methods consisted of pointer to the previous
node in the tree and a character, here the cell consists of two pointers. One to the
previous node in the tree and one to another part of the tree which represents the
data belonging to the cell. Another difference with the other implementation is a
small change in the clock algorithm used. When an entry is removed, it is important
to find out if the parent of the removed entry is a leaf or not. With the other methods
this was done by performing a match on the parentfield of all cells with as match
data, the address of the parent. Doing this is not enough when the partial ID heuristic
is used. A second match is needed to find out if the parent does not represents data
belonging to another cell. This second match is performed on the data field of all
cells with the parents address as match data. Only if both matches are negative the
parent may be marked as a leaf.

Decompression is also done a bit different. With the other update heuristics it was
easy to determine the string(s) which is (are) the extension(s) to the previous match
determining the string when using the partial ID update heuristic is a bit more
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3.9 A dictionary formed using the partial 10 update heuristic.

complex. The extension to the previous match will be the maximum first part of the
string, represented by the codeword, which is built from single characters in the tree.
(see figure 3.9). Having the codeword BAAB the largest first part built from single
characters is a single 'B'. The complete codeword is being built as B(AA)B. Having
the codeword ABABB this is build as AB(AB)B thus here AB forms the extension for
the previous match. In the dictionary table of fig. 3.9 this can easily be verified.
Determination of the extension string in hardware can be done as follows. As a
codeword is being decoded the algorithm walks through the tree. The first time a
node is visited of which the data field consists of one character this node is remem
bered as long as all the data fields of the following nodes that are visited also consist
of one character. If however a node is visited of which the data field does not consists
of a single character then a search is started for a new node of which the data field
consists of only one character. When the complete codeword is decoded the node
remembered represents the extension string for the previous match. The algorithm
that is used during decompression is given below.
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Algorithm 6: The PID decompression algorithm.

PROCEDURE decode(VAR p:pointer);
Begin

If parentfield(p) < > symbol Then
decode(parentfield(p))

Else Begin
output(parentfield(p))
If Ext Then {The first character of the extension string is determined}
Begin

ext_string: = parentfield(p)
Length:=]

End
If datafield< >symbol Then
Begin

Ext: =false {The extension string will not be extended any more}
Decode(datafield(p))

End Else
Begin

output(datafield(p»
If Ext Then {The extension string is extended}
Begin

ext_string: =p
Length: =Length +1

End
End

End
End

Begin
p: = empty
Length: =0
While Not(end input) Do
Begin

Ext: = true
OldCode:=p
OldLength: = Length
p: = Codeword
decode(p)
If (oldcode < >empty) and (Oldlength +Length <MaxLength) Then

Dictionary: = Dictionary + (OldCode,ext_string)
End

End

A look at the decompression algorithm shows that the decoding part is recursive. This
asks for an internal stack. The length the stack should have is related to the way the
dictionary tree is built. If the tree is not bounded in any way then the internal stack
should have an infinite size. A solution to this problem is to limit the number of
characters of which an entry in the dictionary may consist. The stack can then be
bounded to the same number of entries. The adjustments necessary to set a maximum
to the length of an entry are printed in italics in both algorithms. This solution, used
in the simulations works fine but is not optimal. It is however possible to have longer
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strings and still be able to decode them with the same stack. This is caused by the
fact that the datafield of a node may consist of more than one character. With a stack
size of three, codeword 10 in fig. 3.9 can be decoded although it represents a string of
five characters. To allow string lengths that make optimal use of the stack that is
present in the implementation the needed stack size must be calculated during
compression. As long as the stack size needed to decode the entry does not exceed
the maximum stack size the entry is added to the dictionary. The algorithm that takes
care of this is the following.

Algorithm 7: The PID compression algorithm making optimal use of a fIxed stack during decompression.

Max Length: = 32
Current_match: = empty
Input: =frrst input symbol
Current Length: = 1
While Not(end input) Do
Begin

Previous Match: =Current Match
Tree_Le;;:gth: =Current_Length
Repeat

Stack_Length: =Maximum(Current_Length, Stack_Length)
Current_Match: =Input
Current_Length: = 1
Input: = Next Input Symbol
While (Current_Match+Input in dictionary) Do
Begin

Current_Match: = Current_Match+Input
Current_Length: =Current_Length + 1
Input: =Next Input Symbol

End
If Previous_Match + Current_Match in dictionary Then
Begin

Previous Match: =Previous Match + Current Match
Stack_Le-ngth: =Stack_Length + 1 -
Current_Match: = empty

End
Until Not(Current_Match+Input in dictionary)
If Previous_Match < > empty Then
Begin

output: =code(Previous_Match)
if Stack_Length < = Max_Stack_Length Then

Dictionary: = Dictionary + (Previous Match,Current Match)
E~ --

End

During decompression the Stack Length of the previous codeword should be remem
bered. If it is smaller than the Maximum Stack Length then it may be extended and
added to the dictionary.
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For the input and output rate of this implementation using the clock algorithm the
following can be said: The worst case input rate during compression is one input
symbol every five clock cycles. This situation occurs when data is processed which
does not compress at all. For data that is compressed to half its size the input rate
will be approximately 2.5 clock cycles per input symbol. 50% compression means that
when using a dictionary of 4096 entries every three input symbols (24 bits) one
codeword (12 bits) is generated. Thus the average number of dictionary updates is
once every three input symbols. Updating costs most of the time 3 clock cycles and
occasionally 4. Finding three input symbols costs 4 to 6 clock cycles. This gives a total
of 7 to 9 (occasionally 10) clock cycles per three input symbols resulting in 2.7 clock
cycles for one symboL The output rate during decompression will be one output
symbol every three clock cycles when decompressing a file that was 50% compressed.
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4 Simulation results.

To get a clear view of the quality of compression algorithms it is important to know
what compression they achieve. The only way to find the answer is through simula
tion. Therefore simulations are performed for all the update heuristics mentioned.

The files that are used for the simulations are:

(a) A system file. Size 37Kb.
(b) A program file. Size 224Kb.
(c-h) Several different sized ASCII files.

All simulations are performed using turbo pascal. The files were compressed using all
the different update heuristics and that for five different dictionary sizes. The largest
dictionary that is used was a dictionary of 8192 entries. Simulations with larger
dictionaries could not be realized in pascal due to memory restrictions of the
compiler. The 1m approach was used as deletion heuristic. It is assumed that the
simulation results when using LRU are representable for the clock algorithm. The
clock algorithm will be used in the actual implementation. Simulations have also been
performed using the freeze approach. The simulation results are presented as charts
which are included at the end of this paper in appendix 3.

4.1 Compression ratio using the Fe update heuristic.

From the simulation results the following conclusions about the FC heuristic can be
drawn. All the text files compress well using the FC heuristic and whenever a bigger
dictionary is used compression ratios increase. This was to be expected since in a
larger dictionary there is more space for storing more and longer text strings. During
compression there is a bigger chance that a longer string is being compressed as a
single entry number. Looking at the compression results for the program file and
system file then compression decreases when larger dictionaries are used. This can be
explained as follows. In program files and system files there are relative to text files
very few strings that occur significantly more than others. This causes the average
length of a match to be very small. Often a match will consists of only one character.
Since the number of bits that are used to transmit such a match increases as the size
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of the dictionary grows, it is better to use a smaller dictionary if many single character
matches occur.

4.2 Compression ratio using the AP update heuristic.

Using the AP heuristic results in compression ratios that are comparable to the
compression ratios that were achieved using the FC heuristic. For the text files
compression gets better as larger dictionaries are used and for the non-text files
compression is better if smaller dictionaries are used. The explanation for this
contrast is the same as the one given with the FC heuristic. The overall performance
of the AP heuristic tends to be slightly better than the FC heuristic when large
dictionaries are used. For smaller dictionaries the opposite is true. Here the FC
heuristic achieves slightly better compression results. It can be concluded that the
differences between the achieved compression ratios when using the FC or the AP
update heuristic are however not so big that it will play an important role when a
choice is made between them. More important will be the implementation aspects of
the update heuristics.

4.3 Compression ratio using the ID update heuristic.

The simulation results for the ID update heuristic show that this update heuristic is
totally unfit to be used in combination with non-text files. For the program file there
is even an expansion instead of compression. Having seen this during the simulation
runs and knowing that non-text files will be part of the data that is to be compressed
it was decided not to use this update heuristic for more simulations. This update
heuristic will not be selected to be used with the compression algorithm.

4.4 Compression ratio using the partial ID update heuristic.

As all previously discussed heuristics the partial ID heuristic compresses text files best
when the largest dictionary is used and non-text files are compressed best when the
smallest dictionary is used. The compression ratios for non-text files are comparable
to the compression ratios when using the FC or AP heuristic. For text files the same
thing can be said. There is however a small but significant difference. When using the
partial ID heuristic better compression ratios than when using the other methods are
achieved when smaller dictionaries are used. This gives the possibility to establish a
good compromise for the dictionary size that eventually will be used. A dictionary of
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2048 entries will still achieve reasonably compression ratios for non-text while the
compression ratios for text files is significantly (3 to 7%) better then when one of the
other methods would have been used.

4.5 The effect of the freeze approach.

Instead of using the lru deletion heuristic the freeze approach can be used. For all
heuristics changing from lru to freeze resulted in an overall decrease in compression
ratio. For the text files this decrease could be up to 15 percent. For the non-text files
this decrease was considerately larger. There was even expansion in stead of comp
ression. Since this is an absolutely unwanted situation the freeze approach as a
solution to a completely filled dictionary will not be chosen. Because of the poor
results when using the freeze approach results of it are only given for the system file,
the program file and one text file. It is shown that when the compression algorithm
loses its adaptiveness that its compression ratio deteriorates and this is especially true
for non-text files.

4.6 Conclusions.

When looking at the simulation results the following conclusions can be drawn. The
ID update heuristic is not suited for the job because non-text files aren't compressed
at all. For the same reason the freeze method isn't suited either. Losing adaptiveness
results in significantly worse compression ratios. A next conclusion is the fact that
non-text files are compressed best when small dictionaries are used and text files
compress best when large dictionaries are used. This asks for a compromise. The
partial ID heuristic showed to be the best candidate for providing that compromise.
When a dictionary of 2048 entries is used in combination with the clock algorithm as
deletion heuristic then non-text files still can be reasonable compressed. The loss of
compression ratio for text files is very little compared to the situation when a
dictionary of 8192 entries would be used.
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5 Adding the compression device to the computer.

Having a complete implementation of the compression algorithm it is time to add the
compression device to the computer. Now problems arise such as the unknown input
and output rates of the compression device and unpredictability of the size of the
compressed data. Due to the unpredictable size of the compressed data it is not
possible to check if a particular file will fit on the harddisk. The only way is to find
out if it fits is by just trying. If the compression device is used for compressing data
that is to be transmitted over a network this is not a problem at all. The problem of
not knowing what the input and output rate of the device is can be solved by putting
the compression device in control of the speed. In fig. 5.1 a possible integration of the
compression device with the computer is given.

ram cpu c/d disk
.;.;.;.:.;. .:;:;:;.::;" ;.;.;.;.;. EOP {::::::;" .:.;.;.:;:.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ 0 H ~ %.l.i .:i:f.::.:i.:i.:i.:i.:i.:i.:i::.~...::~..::~...:'~..::~..:;:..:i..:~:.:i..:~~.:i..:~ :::::::::: :;::::::::.

_"JL~
5.1 Using DMA to place the compression device in the computer.

In this design a dma controller is used for the communication with the compression
device. Using a dma controller makes it possible for the compression device to work
simultaneously with the cpu. The compression of a file and saving it on harddisk goes
as follows. At the beginning two separate dma channels are programmed in the dma
controller. One of these channels is used for sending the file to the compression
device while the other is used to send the compressed data to the disk. When the
dma controller is programmed the compression device is signalled that a file must be
compressed. At this point the compression device comes into action. Each time it is
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ready to receive data it generates a dma request (DreqO) for the dma controller
asking for more input. A dma acknowledge signal (DackO» is generated by the dma
controller when the data is present on the data bus. When the compression device
produces output data an other dma request (Dreql) is generated asking the dma
controller to move the output to the sector buffer of the disk controller. During
compression of data this dma request should have a higher priority then DreqO. It is·
essential that first data is removed before new data might be produced. A dma
acknowledge signal (Dackl) is generated by the dma controller when it has fulfilled
its job. When the sector buffer is filled it should be written to disk. For this task the
normal operating system can be used. It should however be signalled when coming
into action. This can be done by letting the compression device keep track of the
sector buffer being filled. When it is, then the compression device generates an
interrupt at which time the operating system takes over. When it has calculated the
correct place for the data on disk this should result in a write sector command to the
harddisk. During decompression everything works in reversed order. Again two dma
channels are programmed but now one from disk to compression device and one
from compression device to memory. The DreqO will now have highest priority. An
interrupt is generated when the sector buffer is empty. Compression and decompres
sion work alright when using the dma controller in the just described way. The only
aspect that has not yet been discussed is how the compression device knows when
there is no more input data. Here the end of process (EOP) signal produced by the
dma controller can be used. This signal is generated by the dma controller when it
finishes moving all data that had to be moved. When the EOP signal is connected to
the compression device it knows when all input has been read. When it has processed
all data it gives an interrupt to the processor signalling that it has fulfilled its job.
When use is made of polled interrupts the same interrupt line can be used.
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6 Conclusions.

When searching a data compression algorithm for the compression of computer files
the following criteria were given: The algorithm should be adaptive, easy to imple
ment in hardware and allow fast compression rates. A class of data compression
algorithms that fulfils these criteria is the class of dictionary based algorithms.
Dictionary based algorithms differ in the way they build their dictionary. Several
different dictionary based algorithms have been tested. This shows that for text files
the compression gets better when larger dictionaries were used and that non-text files
compressed best if small dictionaries were used. During simulations the partial ID
update heuristic proved to give the best compression for text files as well as non-text
files when a relatively small dictionary of 2048 entries was used. The best way to
implement this dictionary is to make use of content addressable memory (cam). Using
cam makes a fast implementation of the compression algorithm possible. When the
dictionary is completely filled then it turned out that making use of the clock
algorithm was the best choice as a deletion heuristic. Due to a lack of time the clock
algorithm itself was not implemented in the simulation program. Instead the simula
tion results are produced using the LRU update heuristic. Under the assumption that
the clock algorithm is a good approximation for the LRU update heuristic, a respon
sible choice for the clock algorithm could be made. It not only achieves good
compression ratios but it is also easy to implement and allows high compression rates.
The rate at which data can be compressed is approximately 2.7 clock cycles per input
symbol, when using the partial ID heuristic in combination with the clock heuristic
and cam. This statement is made under the assumption that the data can be 2 to 1
compressed. If compression is better then the input rate goes up. For poorer compres
sion it will go down. The worst case input rate is one input symbol every five clock
cycles. During decompression the output rate for a 50% compressed data file is
approximately one output symbol every four clock cycles.
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7 Recommendations for further research.

The fact that optimal compression of text files and non-text files asks for the use of
different sized dictionaries was the reason that in the proposed implementation a
dictionary of only 2048 entries was used. Choosing a bigger dictionary will improve
the compression of text files. The compression of non-text files will however deterio
rate. The reason for this fact was that when non-text files are being compressed the
strings in the dictionary remain very short. Many of the codewords that are put out
represent only one character. A character of eight bits will be represented by a
codeword of 13 bits if a dictionary with 8192 entries is used. Thus 5 bits to many are
transmitted. A solution to this problem could be to use variable length coding. A
extra bit could be used to distinguish a codeword that represents a single character
from a codeword that represents a string of more than one character. Being able to
recognize the difference then a short codeword could be used for a single character
codeword while a larger codeword could be used for a codeword representing a string
of more than one character. An interesting field for further research is finding out
when to use variable length coding and the development an adaptive algorithm that
automatically switches from fixed coding to variable length coding and vice versa.
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Appendix 1. An IDaSS implementation of the pipe design.

Appendix 1.

An IDaSS implementation of the compression algorithm using a pipe.

The implementation presented in this appendix is developed with IDaSS. It is one
design that is suitable for as well compression as decompression of data. The
implementation is kept very small. Only four processors are used and data that is
processed consists of single bits. This is however no problem for showing how the
pipe implementation works. The block structure of the complete pipe is depicted in
fig. I. and the block structure of a single processor in fig. II. The figures are followed
by the complete description of the design.

I Fin ~ f...,.,J. Fa ::: ~J. Fa ~ ~J. Fa :: ::;""1 Fa: ~Fout I
I RiSlhtdJ--~A ~ ~A ~ :::A ~ ':A ~

ULef"t I-~

proD:') proo6 p:roo? p:roo8

BI CD ...I ~D 1 illjCD
1 ~D I~D., T
~

I. The IDaSS block structure of the complete pipe.
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Appendix 1. An IDaSS implementation of the pipe design.

Match

B

Count

Ma t c J'~----t.!.I

Out

Test

A

r.===========:;---~i

HUMber

C D ~t---E::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::~::~::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J
II. The IDaSS block structure of a single processor.

IDaSS YO.08k document generated Friday May 31, 1991, 21:56:13.
(c) January 1991 Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands,
Digital Systems Group (EB). Email: verschue@eb.ele.tue.nl .

This design uses no signals.

The following blocks are not fully documented:

schematic 'TopLevel\pr0c6'
schematic 'TopLevel\proc7'
schematic 'TopLevel\proc8'

=============================================
'TopLevel' is a schematic (fOP LEVEL).

This schematic has no connectors.

Schematic 'TopLevel' contains the following blocks:

'CD' is a register
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Appendix 1. An IDaSS implementation of the pipe design.

'Fin' is a register
'Fout' is a register
'Left' is a register
'Pipe' is a state machine controller
'pr0c5' is a schematic
'proc6' is a schematic
'proc7' is a schematic
'proc8' is a schematic
'Right' is a register
(These will be described in more detail below.)

Schematic TopLevel' contains the following buses:

'BS' is 5 bits wide
'B6' is 5 bits wide
'B7' is 5 bits wide
'CD' is 2 bits wide
'F5' is 1 bit wide
'F6' is 1 bit wide
'F7' is 1 bit wide
'Fin' is 1 bit wide
'Fout' is 1 bit wide
'Left' is 5 bits wide
'Right' is 5 bits wide
(These will be described in more detail following the blocks.)

=============================================
TopLevel\CD' is a register.

This register is 2 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 3 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 2 bits and is connected to bus 'CD'.

=============================================
TopLevel\Fin' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 1 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Fin'.

=============================================
TopLevel\Fout' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'hold',
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is 0,

This register has the following connectors:
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Appendix 1. An IDaSS implementation of the pipe design.

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Fout'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Left' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 1 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Left'.

Three-State output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Left'.
The default state is disabled.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Pipc' is a state machine controller.

This state machine controller has 4 states.
No stack is available for 'subroutine' calls.
This controller is enabled following system reset.

This state machine controller has no connectors.

Text for state number 1 (reset state) of 'TopLevel\Pipe':
-------v--------
Reset: CD setto:3;

Right enable; -> reset
A._-------- ------------

Text for state number 2 of 'TopLevel\Pipc':
--------v'------
Compress: Fin setto:1;

Right enable;
CD setto:O; -> Compress

A----------- --------
Text for state number 3 of 'TopLevel\Pipe':
-------v-------
Decompress: Left enable;

CD setto:1;
Right reset; -> Decompress

_______,A

Text for state number 4 of 'TopLevel\Pipc':
--v'------

Learn: Left enable;
CD setto:2j
Right reset; -> Learn

, A _

End of state descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5' is a schematic.

This schematic has the following connectors:
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Appendix 1. An IDaSS implementation of the pipe design.

Bidirectional connector with name 'A':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Right'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'A'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'B':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'BS'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'B'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'CD':
Has a width of 2 bits and is connected to bus 'CD'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'CD'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'Fl':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Fin'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'Fl'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'F2':
Has a width of I bit and is connected to bus 'F5'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'F2'.

Schematic 'TopLevel\pr0c5' contains the following blocks:

'A' is an off-schematic connector
'A_filled' is a register
'B' is an off-schematic connector
'BJilled' is a register
'BufferA' is a register
'BufferB' is a register
'CD' is an off-schematic connector
'Cntr!' is a state machine controller
'ContentA' is a register
'ContentB' is a register
'Count' is a register
'F!' is an off-schematic connector
'F2' is an off-schematic connector
'Match' is a register
'Number' is a register
'Sel' is an operator
'Test' is an operator
(These will be described in more detail below.)

Schematic 'TopLevel\pr0c5' contains the following buses:

'A' is 5 bits wide
'A filled out' is I bit wide
'AD' is 5-bits wide
'B' is 5 bits wide
'Bi' is 5 bits wide
'Bo' is 5 bits wide
'Ca' is 5 bits wide
'Ch' is 5 bits wide
'CD' is 2 bits wide
'FI' is I bit wide
'F2' is I bit wide
'Input' is 5 bits wide
'Match' is I bit wide
'Nt' is 5 bits wide
'Out' is 5 bits wide
(These will be described in more detail following the blocks.)

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\A' is an off-schematic connector.

It is a Bidirectional connector with name 'A':
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Appendix 1. An IDaSS implementation of the pipe design.

Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'A'.
Has a partner connector on the schematic symbol, connected to bus 'Right',

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\AJilled' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'hold',
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Fl'.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'A filled out'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\B' is an off-schematic connector.

It is a Bidirectional connector with name 'B':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'B'.
Has a partner connector on the schematic symbol, connected to bus 'B5'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\BJilled' is a register,

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'A filled out'.

Three-State output connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'F2'.
The default state is enabled.

=============================================
'TopLevel\proc5\BufferA' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Input'.

Three-State output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Ao'.
The default state is enabled.

=============================================
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Appendix 1. An IDaSS implementation of the pipe design.

'TopLevel\pr0c5\BufferB' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 f01lowing system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the f01lowing connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Bi'.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Bo'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\proc5\CD' is an off-schematic connector.

It is a Bidirectional connector with name 'CD':
Has a width of 2 bits and is connected to bus 'CD'.
Has a partner connector on the schematic symbol, connected to bus 'CD'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\proc5\Cntrl' is a state machine contro1ler.

This state machine contro1ler has 4 states and is contro1led by an unnamed control input.
No stack is available for 'subroutine' ca1ls.
This contro1ler is enabled f01lowing system reset.

This state machine contro1ler has the f01l0wing connectors:

Control connector without a name:
Has a width of 2 bits and is connected to bus 'CD'.

Control specification:

------¥-------
0/000 goto: Compress .
%01 goto: Decompress.
%10 goto: Dec_learn.
%11 goto: Reset.

A------- --------

Text for state number 1 (reset state) of'TopLevel\proc5\Cntrl':
-----------v----------
Reset: A_fi1led reset;

BJilled reset;
BufferA reset;
BufferB reset;
ContentA reset;
ContentB reset;
Count reset;
Match reset;
Sel enable: 80;

______A, _

Text for state number 2 of'TopLevel\pr0c5\Cntrl':
¥'-------

Compress:
Sel enable: 80;
Sel compress;
[A filled,B filled,Count,Match
10/';-1111 T;st Nr out; "match"

B_filled reset;
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Appendix 1. An IDaSS implementation of the pipe design.

BufferB reset;
BufferA load;
A filled load;

I%1110;%xOxx "shift"
Test Bbo out;
BufferA iOad;
A filled load;
B~fferB load;
B filled load;

Io/oOlxx-Test Zero out; "Bout: =0"
B filled disable; "shift partial"
Match enable; "Match =0"
BufferA load;
A filled load;

I%110x-Test Bbo out;
ContentA load; "Learn"
ContentB load;
B filled reset;
B-filled disable;
B~fferA load;
A_filled load;
BufferB load;
Count setto:1;
Match enable]; ->compress

"The output at the end of the pipe consists of
numbers equal to zero and numbers not equal to zero.
The numbers equal to zero must be removed"

A

Text for state number 3 of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Cntrl':
------v----------
Decompress:

Sel enable: Ao;
Sel decompress;
AJilled load;
[A filled,B filled,Count,Match
Io/~oo T~st BufferA_out;

"match: = (Nr=Ba)"
BufferA load;

I%0001 Test ContentB out1;
"match: =0" -
BufferA load;
B_filled setto:1; "lock"
Count setto:1;

10/00100 Test BufferB_out;
"Match: = (Nr =Bb)"
B filled reset;

10/00101-Test ContentB out2;
"match: =0 & bufferB: =contentA"
BufferB load;

10/00110 Test ContentA_oull;
"Match: = (Bb = Nr)"
BufferA load;
BufferB load;
Count reset;

10/00111 Test ContentA out2;
"Match:=(Bbo=N~)"

I%lOOx B_filled setto:1;
BufferA load;
BufferB load;
Match hold;

I%110x Match hold;
1%1110 BufferA load;
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BufferB load;
Match settO:1]

A

Text for state number 4 of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Cntrl':
v------

Dec}earn: Sel enable: Ao;
Sel decompress;
BufferA load;
BufferB load;
B_filled setto:1; "lock: =1"
A_filled load;
Test Learn;
ContentA load;
ContentB load;
Match hold;

A------- -------
End of state descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\proc5\ContentA' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 31 (1Fh) following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is 31 (1Fh).

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Ao'.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Ca'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\ContentB' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 31 (1Fh) following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is 31 (lFh).

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Bo'.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Cb'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\Count' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 1 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has no connectors.
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================================~============

'TopLeveI\pr0c5\Fl' is an off-schematic connector.

It is a Bidirectional connector with name 'F!':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Fl'.
Has a partner connector on the schematic symbol, connected to bus 'Fin'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\F2' is an off-schematic connector.

It is a Bidirectional connector with name '1"2':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus '1"2'.
Has a partner connector on the schematic symbol, connected to bus 'F5'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\Match' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Match'.

Three-State output connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus '1"2'.
The default state is disabled.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\Number' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 5 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Nr'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\SeI' is an operator.

This operator has 2 functions.
The default function is 'Compress'.

Designer comments:
-------v'--------
To be able to change states without somewhere loading an
UNK value an extra state 'reset'is needed which sets
the output of SEL to zero.

• A _

This operator has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'Ai':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'A'.
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Three-State output connector with name 'Ao':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'N.
The default state is disabled.

Input connector with name 'Bi':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'B'.

Three-State output connector with name 'Bo':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'B'.
The default state is disabled.

Input connector with name 'In':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Out'.

Continuous output connector with name 'Out':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Input'.

Text for function 'Compress' of 'TopLevel\proc5\Sel':
-------v'-----
Out:=Ai.
Bo:=In.

A-------- ------
Text for function 'Decompress' of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Sel':
--------v--------
Out: = Bi.
Ao:=In.
______A, _

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test' is an operator.

This operator has 10 functions.
The default function is 'Bbo out'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'Ai':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Input'.

Input connector with name 'Ao':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Ao'.

Continuous output connector with name 'Bi':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Bi'.

Input connector with name 'Bo':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Bo'.

Input connector with name 'Ca':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Ca'.

Input connector with name 'Cb':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Cb'.

Continuous output connector with name 'Match':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Match'.

Input connector with name 'Nr':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Nr'.

Continuous output connector with name 'Out':
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Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Out'.

Text for function 'Bbo_out' of 'TopLeveI\pr0c5\Test':
-------v------
Bi:=Ao.
Match:= (Ai=Ca)f\(Ao=Cb).
Out:=Bo.

Text for function 'BufferA_out' of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test':
------v'------
Bi:=Ao.
Match: =(Nr =Ai).
Out:=Ao.

Text for function 'BufferB_out' of 'TopLeveI\pr0c5\Test':
------v

Bi:=Ao.
Match: =(Ao =Nr).
Out:=Bo.

A----------

Text for function 'ContentA_outl' of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test':
-----------v---------
Bi:=Ao.
Match: =(Nr=Ao).
Out: =Ca.

A---------- ---_.._----
Text for function 'ContentA_out2' of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test':
------v
Bi:=Ao.
Match: =(Bo =Nr).
Out: =Ca.

Text for function 'ContentB_outl' of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test':
------v'-----
Bi:=Ao.
Match: =0.
Out:=Cb.
_______A_, _

Text for function 'ContentB_out2' of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test':
--------v-------
Bi:=Ca.
Match: =0.
Out:=Cb.

Text for function 'Learn' of'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test':
v-----_

Bi:=Ao.
Match: =(Ai =Nr).
Out:=Bo.

Text for function 'Nr_out' of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test':
--------v'----
Bi:=Ao.
Match:= (Ai=Ca)/\(Ao=Cb).
Out:=Nr.

A---_.._-- --------
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Text for function 'Zero_out' of 'TopLevel\pr0c5\Test':
--------v
Bi:=Ao.
Match: = (Ai = Ca)!\(Bo= Cb).
Out:=O.

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
Buses for schematic 'TopLevel\pr0c5':

Bus 'A' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'A' (an off-schematic connector), bidirectional connector with name 'A'
block 'Sel' (an operator), input connector with name 'Ai'
block 'SeI' (an operator), TS output connector with name 'Ao'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'Right' on schematic 'TopLevel'

Bus 'A filled out' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'A filled' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'B=filled' (a register), input connector without a name

Bus 'Ao' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'BufferA' (a register), TS output connector without a name
block 'ContentA' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Test' (an operator), input connector with name 'Ao'

------------
Bus 'B' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'B' (an off-schematic connector), bidirectional connector with name 'B'
block 'Sel' (an operator), input connector with name 'Bi'
block 'Sel' (an operator), TS output connector with name 'Bo'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'A' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc6'
'B5' on schematic 'TopLeveI'

Bus 'Bi' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'BufferB' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Test' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'Bi'
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Bus 'Bo' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'BufferB' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'ContentB' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Test' (an operator), input connector with name 'Bo'

Bus 'Ca' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'ContentA' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'Test' (an operator), input connector with name 'Ca'

Bus 'Cb' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'ContentB' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'Test' (an operator), input connector with name 'Cb'

Bus 'CD' is 2 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'CD' (an off-schematic connector), bidirectional connector with name 'CD'
block 'Cntrl' (a state machine controller), control input connector without a name

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'CD' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc6'
'CD' on schematic 'TopLevel\procT
'CD' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc8'
'CD' on schematic 'TopLevel'

Bus 'Fl' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'A_filled' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Fl' (an off-schematic connector), bidirectional connector with name 'Fl'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'Fin' on schematic 'TopLevel'

Bus 'F2' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'B_filled' (a register), TS output connector without a name
block 'F2' (an off-schematic connector), bidirectional connector with name 'F2'
block 'Match' (a register), TS output connector without a name

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'Fl' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc6'
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'F5' on schematic 'TopLeveI'

Bus 'Input' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'BufferA' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Sel' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'Out'
block 'Test' (an operator), input connector with name 'Ai'

Bus 'Match' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Match' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Test' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'Match'

Bus 'Nr' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Number' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'Test' (an operator), input connector with name 'Nr'

-----------
Bus 'Out' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Sel' (an operator), input connector with name 'In'
block 'Test' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'Out'

=============================================
'TopLevel\proc6' is a schematic.

This schematic has the following connectors:

Bidirectional connector with name 'A':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'B5'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'A'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'B':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'B6'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'B'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'CD':
Has a width of 2 bits and is connected to bus 'CD'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'CD'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'Fl':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'F5'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'Fl'o

Bidirectional connector with name 'F2':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'F6'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'F2'.

TIllS SCHEMATIC IS NOT DOCUMENTED ANY FURTIlER

=============================================
'TopLevel\proc7' is a schematic.
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This schematic has the following connectors:

Bidirectional connector with name 'A':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'B6'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'A'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'B':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'B7'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'B'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'CD':
Has a width of 2 bits and is connected to bus 'CD'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'CD'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'Fl':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'P6'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'Pl'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'F2':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'F7'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'F2'.

THIS SCHEMATIC IS NOT DOCUMENTED ANY FURTHER

=============================================
'TopLevel\procS' is a schematic.

This schematic has the following connectors:

Bidirectional connector with name 'A':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'B7'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'A'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'B':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Left'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'B'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'CD':
Has a width of 2 bits and is connected to bus 'CD'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'CD'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'PI':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'F7'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'Pl'.

Bidirectional connector with name 'F2':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Pout'.
Has a partner connector on the internal schematic, connected to bus 'F2'.

THIS SCHEMATIC IS NOT DOCUMENTED ANY FURTHER

=============================================
'TopLevel\Right' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'increment'.
This register is loaded with value 1 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Right'.
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Three-5tate output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Right'.
The default state is disabled.

=============================================
Buses for schematic 'TopLevel':

Bus 'B5' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'pr0c5' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'B'
block 'proc6' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'A'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'B' on schematic 'TopLevel\pr0c5'
'A' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc6'

Bus 'B6' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'proc6' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'B'
block 'proc7' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'A'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'B' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc6'
'A' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc7'

Bus 'B7' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'proc7' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'B'
block 'proc8' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'A'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'B' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc7'
'A' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc8'

Bus 'CD' is 2 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'CD' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'pr0c5' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'CD'
block 'proc6' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'CD'
block 'proc7' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'CD'
block 'proc8' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'CD'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'CD' on schematic 'TopLeveI\pr0c5'
'CD' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc6'
'CD' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc7'
'CD' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc8'
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Bus 'F5' is I bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'pr0c5' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'F2'
block 'proc6' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'Fl'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'F2' on schematic 'TopLevel\pr0c5'
'Fl' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc6'

Bus 'F6' is I bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'proc6' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'F2'
block 'proc7' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'Ft'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'F2' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc6'
'Ft' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc7'

Bus 'F7' is I bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'proc7' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'F2'
block 'proc8' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'Ft'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'F2' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc7'
'FI' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc8'

Bus 'Fin' is I bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Fin' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'pr0c5' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'FI'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'Ft' on schematic 'TopLevel\pr0c5'

Bus 'Fout' is I bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Fout' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'proc8' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'F2'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'F2' on schematic 'TopLevel\proc8'
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Bus 'Left' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Left' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Left' (a register), TS output connector without a name
block 'pr0c8' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'B'

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'B' on schematic 'TopLeveI\procS'

Bus 'Right' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'pr0c5' (a schematic), bidirectional connector with name 'A'
block 'Right' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Right' (a register), TS output connector without a name

This bus is directly connected to the following other buses:

'A' on schematic 'TopLeveI\procS'

=============================================
END OF DOCUMENf.
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Appendix 2.

An IDaSS implementation of the compression algorithm in combination with cam.

The implementations presented in this appendix are developed with Idass. As already
mentioned they have only been made to show how the implementation can be made
when using content addressable memory. The implementation described here does
this. The used update heuristic is the Fe heuristic. No measures are taken when the
dictionary gets full. To keep the design small a dictionary of only 32 entries is used.
The input data consists of single bits. The compressor structure is depicted in fig. III.
followed by its description. In fig. IV. depicts the decompressor structures followed by
its complete description.

• MWData

:rd ID-..-----~[iJ.S 1 S l:!J---t:!I. S S N rn-~""--I!I. Da. t a
Select COMP

~-----il!l. S 2 • N 01 dNr- •
INPUT

:ra • A dcl:re s s
• Node-Hr-

CAM

III. The IDaSS block structure of the compressor when using CAM.

....elch

.N
DMuit

Madr- ~.}--~0>Ad:r_Out

IDaSS VO.08k document generated Friday May 31, 1991, 22:01:30.
(c) January 1991 Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands,
Digital Systems Group (EB). Email: verschue@eb.ele.tue.nl .

This design uses no signals.

=============================================
'TopLevel' is a schematic (TOP LEVEL).

This schematic has no connectors.

Schematic 'TopLevel' contains the following blocks:

'Address' is a register
'CAM' is a CAM
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'Comp' is an operator
'DMult' is an operator
'INPUT is a RAM
'New Adr' is a register
'Nod;_Nr' is a register
'S2' is a register
'Select' is an operator
'Start' is a register
'Welch' is a state machine controller
(These will be described in more detail below.)

Schematic 'TopLeveI' contains the following buses:

'Adr In' is 5 bits wide
'Adress' is 7 bits wide
'Input_Data' is 1 bit wide
'Match Adress' is 6 bits wide
'Match Data' is 6 bits wide
'N' is 5 bits wide
'OldN' is 5 bits wide
's' is 1 bit wide
'S2' is 1 bit wide
'Start' is 1 bit wide
(These will be described in more detail following the blocks.)

======================~======================

'TopLevel\Address' is a register.

This register is 7 bits wide.
The default function is 'increment'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 7 bits and is connected to bus 'Adress'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\CAM' is a CAM.

This CAM contains 32 words of 6 bits each.
The contents can be found in the file 'cam.hex'.
This CAM is loaded with value 0 following system reset.
The default match mask value is 63 (3Fh).
The default function is 'match'.

The functions of the connectors are as follows:

The match data input is 'Data'.
The match write data input is 'MWData'.
The direct address input is 'Adr_In' (5 bits, matches depth).
The first matched address is output by 'Adr Out'.
(These connectors are explained in more detail below.)

This CAM has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'Adr In':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Adr_In'.

Continuous output connector with name 'Adr Out':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus'Match_Adress'.
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Input connector with name 'Data':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus 'Match Data'.

Input connector with name 'MWData':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus 'Match Data'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Comp' is an operator.

This operator has 3 functions.
The default function is 'concI'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'N':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'N'.

Input connector with name 'OldNr':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'OldN'.

Input connector with name '5':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus '5'.

Continuous output connector with name 'SN':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus 'Match Data'.

Text for function 'concI' of'TopLevel\Comp':
-------v-------
SN:= S,N.

"---------- ---------
Text for function 'conc2' of 'TopLevel\Comp':
------v'-----
SN := S,OldNr.

"
_--00 - .... _

Text for function 'conc3' of 'TopLevel\Comp':
--------v-------__
SN:=S,(31 width: 5).

"

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\DMult' is an operator.

This operator has 2 functions and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'Start'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Control connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Start'.

Control specification:
v'------

$0 Start.
S1 DMult.

Input connector with name 'Madr':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus 'Match Adress'.

Continuous output connector with name 'N':
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Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'N'.

Text for function 'DMult' of 'TopLevel\DMult':
------v
N := Madr from: 0 to: 4.

Text for function 'Start' of 'TopLevel\DMult':
v

N:=31.

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\INPUT is a RAM.

This RAM contains 128 words of 1 bit each.
The contents can be found in the file 'input.hex'.
This RAM is loaded with value 1 following system reset.

The functions of the connectors are as follows:

Output 'rd' reads at the address input by 'ra' (7 bits, matches depth).
(These connectors are explained in more detail below.)

This RAM has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'ra':
Has a width of 7 bits and is connected to bus 'Adress'.

Continuous output connector with name 'rd':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Input_Data'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\New_Adr' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 2 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Adr In'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Node_Nr' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'N'.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'OldN'.
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=============================================
'TopLevel\S2' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Input_Data'.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'S2'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Select' is an operator.

This operator has 2 functions.
The default function is 'SI'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Continuous output connector with name'S':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus'S'.

Input connector with name 'SI':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Input_Data'.

Input connector with name 'S2':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'S2'.

Text for function 'SI' of 'TopLevel\Select':
------v---- _
S:=S1.

Text for function 'S2' of 'TopLevel\Select':
._---¥

S:=S2.

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Start' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.

This register has the following connectors:

Control connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Start'.

Control specification:
----------v--- _
$0 inc.
$1 hold.
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Start'.

'TopLeveI\Welch' is a state machine controller.

This state machine controller has 2 states.
No stack is available for 'subroutine' calls.
This controller is enabled following system reset.

This state machine controller has no connectors.

Text for state number 1 (reset state) of 'TopLevel\Welch':
------v'------
match: [Cam?

1$0 Comp Conc2;
Address hold;
S2 hold;
Select S2;
CAM wraddr; -> Update

I$1..$3F Comp conet;
Address inc; - > match 1

A--------- ----------
Text for state number 2 of 'TopLevel\Welch':
------'v------,

Update: New Adr inc;
Select 52;
Address hold;
Comp conc3;
Cam match; - > Match

------ '----
End of state descriptions.

=============================================
Buses for schematic 'TopLevel':

Bus 'Adr In' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'CAM' (a CAM), input connector with name 'Adr_In'
block 'New_Adr' (a register), continuous output connector without a name

Bus 'Adress' is 7 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Address' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'INPUT' (a RAM), input connector with name 'ra'

Bus 'Input_Data' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'INPUT' (a RAM), continuous output connector with name 'rd'
block 'S2' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'Select' (an operator), input connector with name 'SI'
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

Bus 'Match Adress' is 6 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'CAM' (a CAM), continuous output connector with name 'Adr_Out'
block 'DMult' (an operator), input connector with name 'Madr'

Bus 'Match Data' is 6 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'CAM' (a CAM), input connector with name 'Data'
block 'CAM' (a CAM), input connector with name 'MWData'
block 'Comp' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'SN'

Bus 'N' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Comp' (an operator), input connector with name 'N'
block 'DMult' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'N'
block 'Node_Nr' (a register), input connector without a name

Bus 'OldN' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Comp' (an operator), input connector with name 'OldNr'
block 'Node_Nr' (a register), continuous output connector without a name

Bus '5' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Comp' (an operator), input connector with name '5'
block 'Select' (an operator), continuous output connector with name '5'

Bus '52' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block '52' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'Select' (an operator), input connector with name 'S2'

Bus 'Start' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block'DMult' (an operator), control input connector without a name
block 'Start' (a register), control input connector without a name
block 'Start' (a register), continuous output connector without a name

=============================================
END OF DOCUMENT.
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IV. The IDaSS block structure of the decompressor when using CAM.

IDaSS VO.08k document generated Friday May 31, 1991, 21:59:39.
(c) January 1991 Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands,
Digital Systems Group (EB). Email: verschue@eb.ele.tue.nl .

This design uses no signals.

=============================================
'TopLevel' is a schematic (TOP LEVEL).

This schematic has no connectors.

Schematic 'TopLevel' contains the following blocks:

'Address' is a register
'CO' is a register
'Cl' is a register
'CAM' is a CAM
'Caml' is a CAM
'Code' is a register
'GetChar' is an operator
'InCode' is a register
'input' is a RAM
'OldCode' is a register
'Sell' is an operator
'SeI2' is an operator
'String' is an operator
'Testl' is an operator
'Welch' is a state machine controller
(These will be described in more detail below.)

Schematic 'TopLeveI' contains the following buses:

'cr is 5 bits wide
'Char' is 1 bit wide
'Code' is 5 bits wide
'InCode' is 5 bits wide
'Input' is 5 bits wide
'NewCel' is 6 bits wide
'OldCode' is 5 bits wide
'ra' is 5 bits wide
'Sel' is 1 bit wide
'Se12 Out' is 5 bits wide
'Stri;g' is 6 bits wide
(These will be described in more detail following the blocks.)
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Address' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'ra'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\CO' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 2 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:
-------v--------
This register holds the max adress in the CAM

_____oA _

This register has the following connectors:

Three-State output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Code'.
The default state is disabled.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Cl' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 2 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'CI'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\CAM' is a CAM.

This CAM contains 32 words of 6 bits each.
The contents can be found in the file 'cam.hex'.
This CAM is loaded with value 0 following system reset.
The default match data value is O.
The default match mask value is 63 (3Fh).
The default function is 'rdaddr'.

The functions of the connectors are as follows:

The match write data input is 'MWData'.
The direct address input is 'Adr_In' (5 bits, matches depth).
Synchronously read data is output by 'DataOut'.
(These connectors are explained in more detail below.)
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

This CAM has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'Adr_In':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Code'.

Continuous output connector with name 'DataOut':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus 'String'.

Input connector with name 'MWData':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus 'NewCel'.

'TopLeveI\Caml' is a CAM.

This CAM contains 32 words of 6 bits each.
The contents can be found in the file 'camvol.hex'.
This CAM is loaded with value 63 (3Fh) following system reset.
The default match data value is O.
The default match mask value is 63 (3Fh).
The default function is 'match'.
This CAM has no connectors.

:============================================
'TopLevel\Code' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Code'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\GetChar' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'Conc'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Three-State output connector with name 'Adr':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Code'.
The default state is disabled.

Continuous output connector with name 'Ch':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Char'.

Input connector with name 'String':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus 'String'.

Text for function 'Conc' of 'TopLevel\GetChar':
------v------
Ch: = String at: 5.
Adr := String from: 0 to: 4.
_______A

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\lnCode' is a register.
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Input'.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'InCode'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\input' is a RAM.

This RAM contains 32 words of 5 bits each.
The contents can be found in the file 'output.hex'.
This RAM is loaded with value 31 (1Fh) following system reset.

The functions of the connectors are as follows:

Output 'rd' reads at the address input by 'ra' (5 bits, matches depth).
(These connectors are explained in more detail below.)

This RAM has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'ra':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'ra'.

Continuous output connector with name 'rd':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Input'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\OldCode' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

This register has the following connectors:

Input connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Se12 Out'.

Continuous output connector without a name:
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'OldCode'.

=============================================
'TopLevel\SeIl' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'Select'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'NewCode':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Input'.

Input connector with name 'Olde':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'OldCode'.
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

Three-State output connector with name 'Out':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Code'.
The default state is disabled.

Input connector with name'S':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Sel'.

Text for function 'Select' of 'TopLevel\SeIl':
------v~-----

Out: = S ifO:NewCode
if1:0IdC.

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\SeI2' is an operator.

This operator has 2 functions.
The default function is 'iC'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'iC':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'InCode'.

Input connector with name 'nC':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Code'.

Continuous output connector with name '0':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Se12 Out'.

Text for function 'iC' of 'TopLevel\SeI2':
-----v'------

O:=iC.

Text for function 'nC' of 'TopLevel\SeI2':
--------v
O:=nC.

A------------

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\String' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'form cel'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'Ch':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Char'.

Continuous output connector with name 'NewCel':
Has a width of 6 bits and is connected to bus 'NewCel'.

Input connector with name 'OldCode':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'OldCode'.

Text for function 'form_cel' of 'TopLevel\String':
--------¥--------
NewCel := Ch,OldCode.
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Testl' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'Test'.

This operator has the following connectors:

Input connector with name 'il':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Input'.

Input connector with name 'iZ':
Has a width of 5 bits and is connected to bus 'Cl'.

Continuous output connector with name 'Out':
Has a width of 1 bit and is connected to bus 'Sel'.

Text for function 'Test' of'TopLevel\Testl':
-------y,-----
Out := i1 = i2.

A--------..- --------

End of function descriptions.

=============================================
'TopLevel\Welch' is a state machine controller.

This state machine controller has 3 states.
No stack is available for 'subroutine' calls.
This controller is enabled following system reset.

This state machine controller has no connectors.

Text for state number 1 (reset state) of'TopLevel\Welch':
-y,------

Start: Sell enable;
Sel2 nC;
OldCode load;
Address inc; -> Read Input

A ------- --------

Text for state number 2 of 'TopLevel\Welch':
----------v-------
ReadJnput:

Sell enable;
InCode load;
Address inc;
Cam rdaddr; -> Read_Adr

Text for state number 3 of 'TopLevel\Welch':
------y'----
Read Adr:

[Code
I$0,$1 CO enable;

CO inc;
C1 inc;
Cam wraddrj
OldCode load; -> Read_Input

I$Z..$lF
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

GetChar enable;
-> ~ead_AdrJ

-----
End of state descriptions.

=============================================
Buses for schematic 'TopLevel':

Bus 'Ct' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Ct' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'Testt' (an operator), input connector with name 'i2'

Bus 'Char' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'GetChar' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'Ch'
block 'String' (an operator), input connector with name 'Ch'

Bus 'Code' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'CO' (a register), TS output connector without a name
block 'CAM' (a CAM), input connector with name 'Adr_In'
block 'Code' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'GetChar' (an operator), TS output connector with name 'Adr'
block 'Sell' (an operator), TS output connector with name 'Out'
block 'SeI2' (an operator), input connector with name 'nC'

Bus 'InCode' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'InCode' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'SeI2' (an operator), input connector with name 'iC'

Bus 'Input' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'InCode' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'input' (a RAM), continuous output connector with name 'rd'
block 'Sell' (an operator), input connector with name 'NewCode'
block 'Testl' (an operator), input connector with name 'it'

Bus 'NewCel' is 6 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'CAM' (a CAM), input connector with name 'MWData'
block 'String' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'NewCel'
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Appendix 2. An IDaSS implementation of the design based on CAM.

Bus 'OldCode' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'OldCode' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'Sell' (an operator), input connector with name 'OldC'
block 'String' (an operator), input connector with name 'OldCode'

Bus 'ra' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Address' (a register), continuous output connector without a name
block 'input' (a RAM), input connector with name 'ra'

Bus 'Sel' is 1 bit wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'Sell' (an operator), input connector with name'S'
block 'Testl' (an operator), continuous output connector with name 'Out'

,------------
Bus 'Sel2 Out' is 5 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'OldCode' (a register), input connector without a name
block 'SeI2' (an operator), continuous output connector with name '0'

Bus 'String' is 6 bits wide.

This bus is connected to the following connectors:

block 'CAM' (a CAM), continuous output connector with name 'DataOut'
block 'GetChar' (an operator), input connector with name 'String'

=============================================
END OF DOCUMENT.
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